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Homotopic Rectilinear Routing with Few Links and Thick Edges∗

Bettina Speckmann† Kevin Verbeek†

Abstract

We study the problem of finding non-crossing thick
minimum-link rectilinear paths homotopic to a set
of input paths in an environment with rectangular
obstacles. This problem occurs in the context of
map schematization under geometric embedding re-
strictions, for example, when schematizing a high-
way network for use as a thematic layer. We present
a 2-approximation algorithm that runs in O(n3 +
kin logn + kout) time, where n is the total number
of input paths and obstacles and kin and kout are the
total complexities of the input and output paths, re-
spectively. Our algorithm not only approximates the
minimum number of links, but also minimizes the to-
tal length of the paths. An approximation factor of 2
is optimal when using smallest paths as lower bound.

1 Introduction

Motivation. Schematic maps are a well-known car-
tographic tool; they visualize a set of nodes and edges
(for example, highway or metro networks) in simpli-
fied form to communicate connectivity information as
effective as possible. Many schematic maps are some-
what removed from the geographic context: while the
locations of nodes are usually close to their actual
geographic location, edges can be routed in any way
that is consistent with the network topology. How-
ever, if one wishes to use a schematized network as a
thematic layer for a thematic map, then additional ge-
ographic and hence geometric restrictions apply. Con-
sider the following example: we want to create a the-
matic map that focuses on traffic flow on highways.
As base map we use a standard geographic map, the
thematic overlay consists of a schematized highway
network. The schematized network has to fulfill var-
ious requirements: (i) edges are drawn thickly, using
few orientations and links, (ii) critical features (cities,
lakes, etc.) of the base map are not obscured and re-
tain their correct topological position with respect to
the network. There has been little algorithmic work
on network schematization under geometric embed-
ding restrictions; in this paper we address one of the
fundamental underlying problems for the first time.
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Our input is a set of no rectangular obstacles and
np pairs of points (ai, bi) together with non-crossing
paths πi that connect ai to bi. We want to find a set
of np non-crossing rectilinear thick ai-bi paths which
are homotopic to the paths πi. We refer to this prob-
lem as the thick routing problem (correspondingly, the
thin routing problem is the same problem for stan-
dard “thin” paths). Returning to the example above,
the obstacles model the (bounding boxes of) critical
map features and the paths πi correspond to the ac-
tual geographic location of the highways we want to
schematize. Note that the endpoints of the paths—
the cities connected by the highways—necessarily also
constitute obstacles when considering homotopy.

Related Work. The thick routing problem can be
seen as a variation on the thick non-crossing paths
problem studied by Mitchell and Polishchuk [11].
They find shortest non-crossing thick paths in a polyg-
onal domain, that is, the points ai and bi lie on the
boundary of a simple polygon. We consider gen-
eral input paths, albeit with fixed homotopy classes,
and study minimum-link rectilinear instead of short-
est paths. There are several papers [2, 6] that find
shortest paths homotopic to a given collection of input
paths. However, while a set of shortest paths homo-
topic to a set of non-crossing input paths is necessarily
non-crossing, the same does not hold for minimum-
link rectilinear paths. Our problem is also related to
drawing graphs with fat edges [5], and to wire routing
in VLSI design [4, 7, 9, 10], although none of these
papers strives to minimize the number of links.

Many variants of the thick routing problem, even
without obstacles and with thin paths, are proven NP-
hard by Bastert and Fekete [1] if the homotopy classes
of the paths are not specified. Yang et al. [14] con-
sider a very restricted version: they show how to find
a pair of non-crossing minimum-link rectilinear paths
inside a rectilinear polygon. Pach and Wenger [13]
prove that non-crossing paths connecting n pairs of
points might need Ω(n) paths to have Ω(n) links.
Gupta and Wenger [8] present an approximation al-
gorithm (with an approximation factor larger than
120) for finding non-crossing minimum-link paths in-
side a simple polygon; here all endpoints lie on the
boundary of the polygon. Another type of related
work considers map schematization and metro map
construction. For example, Cabello et al. [3] give an
algorithm that schematizes a network using 2 or 3
links per path, if possible. Nöllenburg and Wolff [12]
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use a method based on mixed-integer programming
to generate metro maps using one edge per path.
Both methods do not incorporate obstacles and are re-
stricted to a small constant number of links per path.
Results. We present a 2-approximation algorithm
for the thick routing problem which runs in O(n3 +
kin log n+ kout) time, where n = no + np is the total
number of obstacles and input paths and kin and kout

are the total complexities of the input and output
paths, respectively. As a lower bound for the mini-
mum number of links any solution must have we use
the total number of links of the smallest paths that
are homotopic to the input paths (a smallest path is
a rectilinear path that is both shortest and minimum-
link). Our algorithm not only approximates the min-
imum number of links, but also minimizes the total
length of the paths. An approximation factor of 2 is
optimal when using smallest paths as lower bound.

Our algorithm is based on a surprisingly simple in-
cremental construction, which we first explain for thin
paths in Section 3, before extending it to thick paths
in Section 4. Intuitively, any incremental approach
to this problem should be doomed due to a cascading
number of links, but we show how to move already in-
serted paths without increasing the number of links or
creating crossings to make room for each new path.
To efficiently move homotopic (sub-)paths we use a
bundling technique as described in [6]. Furthermore,
we “grow” the thick paths by extending the results
of [5] to rectilinear paths and rectangular obstacles.

2 Preliminaries

Every rectilinear path π consists of a sequence of hori-
zontal and vertical links. We can also see a rectilinear
path as a sequence of staircase chains separated by U-
turns. We distinguish two types of staircase chains:
positive staircase chains which go right and down (or
left and up) and negative staircase chains which go
left and down (or right and up). If there is an obsta-
cle on the inside of a U-turn touching the middle link,
then we call this U-turn a tight U-turn.

A smallest path is a rectilinear path that is both
shortest and minimum-link. Every staircase chain be-
tween two points has the same length. Hence a rec-
tilinear path is shortest iff it has only tight U-turns.
Every collection of non-crossing rectilinear paths can
be made shortest by making the U-turns tight one-by-
one. So we can find a solution to the thin (or thick)
routing problem that is also shortest. However, rec-
tilinear shortest paths are not unique and can cross.
Therefore we consider rectilowest paths, which are rec-
tilinear shortest paths of which all staircase chains are
as low as possible. Rectihighest paths are defined sim-
ilarly. We can show that rectilowest paths or recti-
highest paths are always non-crossing. Unfortunately
they can have O(n) times more links than smallest

paths, so we use smallest paths as a starting point for
the algorithm instead. We observe that a positive and
a negative staircase chain of rectilinear shortest paths
can never cross.

Consider a collection of non-crossing rectilinear y-
monotone chains πi and a collection of obstacles ωi.
We can represent the homotopy classes of πi by a total
order O on the paths and obstacles. Use O(πi) for the
position of πi in this order. Let π′i and π′j be paths
homotopic to πi and πj (π′i ∼h πi and π′j ∼h πj). If
O(πi) < O(πj), then an intersection region of π′i and
π′j is a region enclosed by π′i and π′j at y-coordinates
where the paths are out of order, i.e. where π′j is
to the left of π′i. Intersection regions are y-monotone
rectilinear polygons and do not contain obstacles.

3 Thin Paths

We solve the thin routing problem in two steps. First
we compute the smallest paths homotopic to the input
paths πi. Then we untangle these paths.
Computing smallest paths. We compute pushed
smallest paths that are homotopic to the input paths.
A pushed rectilinear shortest path has all horizontal
links pushed down as much as possible (while keeping
it shortest) and all vertical links pushed right (left)
as much as possible for positive (negative) staircase
chains. Pushed smallest paths have only rectangular
intersection regions, which simplifies the untangling
algorithm. To compute them efficiently, we first com-
pute rectilowest and rectihighest paths. For that we
modify the algorithm by Efrat et al. [6], which also
bundles homotopic y-monotone chains. The rectilow-
est and rectihighest paths are represented by O(n)
bundles with at most O(n) links each. From that we
can easily compute a bundled representation of the
pushed smallest paths using a plane sweep algorithm.
In total this step takes O(n2 + kin logn) time.
Untangling smallest paths. To untangle the small-
est paths, we use the fact that positive staircase chains
do not cross negative staircase chains. Hence we can
restrict ourselves to positive staircase chains. As these
chains have a total order, we assume the input paths
to be ordered positive staircase chains πi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

We untangle the paths incrementally, adding paths
in order from left to right. The first two paths π1

and π2 can have only rectangular intersection re-

π1 π2

reroute box

Figure 1: Untangling the first two paths.
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π
′

i
L

Figure 2: The possible shapes of intersection regions of L and a path π′i. Dashed lines denote reroute boxes.

gions. We can add two links to π2 (for each inter-
section region) to remove the crossings. Unfortu-
nately this might make intersection regions with πk

(k > 2) non-rectangular such that rerouting requires
more links. To avoid this we keep track of where paths
are rerouted using reroute boxes (Fig. 1). Reroute
boxes are rectangular and contain no obstacles.

We maintain the following invariants after adding
path πk (rerouted paths are denoted by π′i): (i)
π′1 . . . π

′
k are non-crossing, (ii) π1 . . . πk have at most

one reroute box per lower-left bend, and (iii) all
upper-right bends of a path πj are to the right of π′i
with i < j. A new path πk+1 is added one L-segment
L at a time. L can cross multiple other paths. The
original paths πi have only rectangular intersection re-
gions. L is unchanged and we have added only reroute
boxes to π′1 . . . π

′
k, hence there are only a few shapes

possible for the intersection regions with L (Fig. 2):
one, two, or three upper-right bends.

Now assume that L is crossed by the paths π′a . . . π′b
(a ≤ b). We want to make the intersection region of
L with π′b rectangular such that we can add a reroute
box to L to remove all crossings. We do this incremen-
tally for all intersection regions, starting with π′a and
ending with π′b. Assume an intersection region Ri of
L and π′i ∈ [π′a . . . π

′
b] is rectangular. To make the in-

tersection region Ri+1 rectangular, we move the links
of π′i+1 through Ri+1 (intersection regions contain no
obstacles), but not through Ri (this would introduce
crossings with π′i). By Invariant (i) π′i+1 does not
cross Ri initially. If Ri+1 contains one upper-right
bend, we do nothing as Ri+1 is already rectangular.
If Ri+1 contains two upper-right bends, then we ei-
ther move the first vertical link of π′i+1 to the left
(onto L) or the last horizontal link down. Due to
the rectangular shape of Ri, we can always do one of
the two moves without crossing Ri. If Ri+1 contains
three upper-right bends, then either Ri is in the mid-
dle corner and we move the first vertical link of π′i+1

to the left and the last horizontal link down, or Ri is
not in the middle corner, in which case we can sim-
plify the middle corner and handle this as a case with
two upper-right bends (see Fig. 3 for an example).

Since the algorithm maintains all invariants, the
output paths are non-crossing. They are also homo-
topic to the input paths, because we change paths
only by adding reroute boxes or by moving links
through intersection regions. We add only two links
per reroute box and there is at most one reroute box
per lower-left bend. Because a positive staircase chain
with L links has at most L/2 lower-left bends, the al-
gorithm at most doubles the number of links.

We can easily extend this algorithm to work on the
y-monotone chains of the smallest paths. Because we
can add an L-segment in O(n) time and we have only
O(n) chains with at most O(n) links each, untangling
the chains can be done in O(n3) time. Finally we can
unbundle the paths in O(kout) time. So in total we
can compute a 2-approximation for the thin routing
problem in O(n3 + kin logn+ kout) time.

4 Thick Paths

In this section we extend the algorithm of the previous
section to thick paths. For ∆ > 0 let S∆ be the square
of size ∆ centered at the origin. A thick rectilinear
path with spine πi and thickness ∆i is defined as the
Minkowski sum of πi and S∆i : (πi)∆i = πi⊕S∆i . We
say that two paths πi and πj have the proper distance
if (πi)∆i and (πj)∆j are interior disjoint.

The main difference with thin paths is that fixing a
thick path might make it impossible for another thick
path to be routed. We say that a path π′i ∼h πi is
feasible if there exist paths π′j ∼h πj for 1 ≤ j ≤ np

and i 6= j such that all paths have the proper distance.
In a valid solution of the thick routing problem every
path is feasible. Hence we use feasible smallest paths
as a lower bound.

L L L L L

Figure 3: Making intersection regions rectangular and rerouting L.
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L

π
′

b

γb(L)

L′

reroute box

Figure 4: Making guarded regions rectangular.

Feasible smallest paths. To compute feasible
smallest paths, we first compute the feasible rectilow-
est and rectihighest paths. For this we use a variant
of the algorithm by Duncan et al. [5]. Like in Sec-
tion 3, we first compute the thin rectilowest and rec-
tihighest paths. Then, using a similar approach as
in [5], we grow the paths until they have the required
thickness. By construction the resulting paths are the
feasible rectilowest and rectihighest paths. After that
it is easy to compute feasible smallest paths. Like for
thin paths, we bundle homotopic y-monotone chains,
so we get O(n) bundles with at most O(n) links each.
This can be computed in O(n3 + kin log n) time.

Untangling thick paths. The thick paths need to
be untangled in such a way that the resulting paths
are feasible and have the proper distance. To achieve
this, we use guards. A guard γi(j) of a path πi with
respect to another path πj is a path representing the
closest position at which the path πj can be with re-
spect to πi while all paths have the proper distance.
A guard ignores all obstacles. In other words, the
guard γi(j) defines the region where πj is feasible, if
we fix the path πi and ignore the obstacles. This way
a guard γi(j) is a shifted version of πi, where the dis-
tance depends on the thickness of the paths between
πi and πj . This distance can differ along the path πi.

To ensure that we do not change the homotopy
classes during untangling, we use the intersection re-
gions between a guard γi(j) and a path πj , which we
call guarded regions. We can show that also guarded
regions contain no obstacles and, if the paths are
pushed, all guarded regions are rectangular as well.

We now untangle the paths as before, changing two
of the invariants: (i’) π′1 . . . π

′
k have the proper dis-

tance and (iii’) upper-right bends of a guard γj(i) are
to the right of paths π′i with i < j. When adding
an L-segment L we now look at the guarded regions
of γL(i) and π′i instead of the ordinary intersection
regions. Computing the guards and guarded regions
is nontrivial and the details can be found in the full
paper. Next, we have to make the guarded regions
rectangular, which can be done similarly as for thin
paths. While doing this, we push the links of a path
π′i onto γL(i) instead of L. This way Invariant (i’) is
maintained by definition of the guards. Finally we can
add a reroute box to L, such that L has the proper
distance to the other paths (see Fig. 4).

Theorem 1 We can compute a 2-approximation for
the thick routing problem that also minimizes the
lengths of the paths in O(n3 + kin logn+ kout) time.
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